PRINT DIALOGUE DAY 2013: PRINTING:GREEN
COLUMBUS STATE UNIVERSITY 4.20.13

Symposium Program

8:00 Meet and Greet: coffee and pastries
9:00 Welcome - Joe Sanders, CSU Chair Department of Art
   Brief overview of the day – Elizabeth Roberts McFalls
9:30 UGA: Utilizing Green Applications
   Joint panel by Melissa Harshman, Eileen Wallace, & Jon Swindler
   of The University of Georgia, Athens
10:15 Developing a Printmaking Program in the 21st Century: Non-toxic and Technology Friend or Foe?
   Presentation by Valerie Dibble of Kennesaw State University
   Replacing VOC’s in Stone Lithography with Estasol
   Litho demo by Briana Palmer of McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
10:45 Fields of Gold, Deckles, and Moulds: Fresh Press and Agri-Fiber Papers
   Joint Presentation by Eric Benson & Steve Kostell of Fresh Press and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
12:00 Lunch Break
1:30 Trials and Errors with Non-Toxic Intaglio
   Etching demo by Andrew Kozlowski of Auburn University
   Green Moku Hanga Acrylic
   Printing demo by Michael Marling de Cuellar of North Georgia College & State University
3:30 Transformation: The Journey to Environmental Responsibility in the Print Studio at McMaster University
   Joint presentation by Judy Major-Giraardin & Briana Palmer of McMaster University in Hamilton Ontario Canada
4:15 Keynote Speaker: Cannon Ball Press, Martin Mazorra and Mike Houston
4:45 Final remarks: Dr. Carol Pulin, director of the American Print Alliance
5:30 Closing Reception - Illges Gallery

Exhibitions

American Print Alliance Collection, Cannon Ball Press, and PRINTING:GREEN Artists, March 19 - April 20, Illges Gallery

Print Spin: an outdoor installation, courtyard of Corn Center of the Visual Arts

Student PUSH PIN Print Exhibit, March 19 - April 20, Bay Gallery
Students from any USG institution or PDD participating institution may submit one hand-pulled print, in any media, for inclusion in the PUSH PIN exhibition. Due Date: 3/1/13.
Mail entry to Elizabeth Roberts McFalls, Columbus State University, Dept. of Art, 4225 University Avenue, Columbus, GA 31907

For Hotel Reservations: Columbus Marriott, $129 per night:
Visit http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/CSGMC?groupCode=PDDPDDA&app=resvlink&fromDate=4/19/13&toDate=4/21/13